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of$ the$ vital$ topics$ that$ can$ elaborate$ the$
characteristics$of$Islamic$law$and$how$it$is$
articulated.$ Generally$ speaking,$ the$
sources$of$Islamic$law$are$divided$into$two$
categories,$which$are$the$primary$sources$
and$ the$ secondary$ sources.$ The$ primary$
sources$ are$ the$ celestial$ law$ that$
controlled$the$most$primary$principles$for$
the$formation$of$Islamic$law.$
The$ secondary$ sources$ depend$ on$
human$ reckoning$ and$ on$ public$ and$
private$ interests;$ Muslim$ scholars$ to$
construe$ the$ divine$ law$ have$ used$ these$
sources.$ In$ the$ following,$ all$ of$ the$
primary$ and$ secondary$ sources$ under$
Islamic$ law$ and$ the$ methods$ of$
interpretation$ of$ the$ sources$ of$ Islamic$
law$are$discussed.$
A6Primary! Sources! of! Islamic! Law:!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1"# Quran:# The$ Quran$ can$ be$ clarified$ as$
the$ words$ of$ God$ that$ were$ revealed$ to$
the$ Prophet$ Mohammad$ throughout$ the$
period$ of$ his$ twentyEthree$ year$ prophet$
hood.$ The$ Quran$ is$ the$ most$ imperative$
guide$for$Muslims.$#
$
Certainly,$ due$ to$ the$ fact$ that$ the$
contents$of$the$Quran$did$not$originate$in$
dreams$ or$ anything$ of$ that$ kind,$ the$
revelation$ was$ the$ only$ medium$ for$ the$
origination$of$the$contents$of$the$Quran.$
According$ to$ AnENa’im,$ “The$ key$ to$
understanding$ the$ role$ of$ the$ Quran$ in$
the$ formulation$ of$ Shari’a$ is$ the$
appreciation$ that$ the$ Quran$ primarily$
sought$to$establish$certain$basic$standard$
of$ behavior$ for$ the$ Muslim$ community$
rather$than$to$express$those$standards$as$
rights$ and$ obligations.”1$ There$ is$ no$
explicit$ chapter$ in$ the$ Quran$ that$
addresses$a$particular$legal$issue.$Instead,$
the$ Quran$ consist$ of$ chapters$ that$ give$
some$ legal$ issues,$ because$ the$ Quran$ is$
not$arranged$by$topic.$
Quranic$context$have$been$frequently$
discussed$ a$ variety$ of$ subjects$ including$
the$ faith$ of$ Muslims,$ morals,$ ideals,$
regulations,$ for$ the$ historical$ stories$ of$
earlier$ nations.$ Accordingly,$ the$Quran$ is$
not$mostly$a$code$or$a$book$of$law.$
From$ this$ viewpoint,$ the$ Quran$ only$
highlights$the$basic$principles,$which$were$
later$formulated$as$rights$or$obligations.$
In$ addition,$ one$ of$ the$ features$ of$
the$ Quran$ is$ that$ some$ of$ the$ Quranic$
texts$ leave$ room$ for$ interpretation$ by$
being$silent$or$sometimes$ indistinct.2$ The$
text$ of$Quran$ is$ in$ general$ complete$ and$
dialectical$ and$ therefore$ it$ needs$ to$ be$
construed.$As$a$result,$the$words$of$Quran$
cannot$be$challenged,$but$it$can$challenge$
in$ the$ interpretation$ of$Quran.$ There$ are$




the$ second$ primary$ source$ and$ refers$ to$
the$performance$of$acts$and$words$of$the$
Prophet$ Mohammed.$ Sunna$ can$ be$




goes$ into$ two$ elements,$ which$ are$ the$


































In$ general,$ Sunna$ is$ classified$ into$
three$ categories,$ which$ are$ the$ words$ of$
the$Prophet,$the$acts$of$the$Prophet,$and$
the$ Prophet’s$ implicit$ consent.4$
Conventionally,$ Sunna$ usually$ discusses$
and$ reports$ the$ topics$ that$ were$ not$
addressed$or$detailed$in$profundity$within$
the$ Quranic$ context.$ Sunna$ has$ passed$
from$one$generation$to$the$next$since$the$
death$ of$ the$ Prophet$Mohammed,$which$




system$ that$ ranks$ certain$ aspects$ of$
Hadith$as$being$more$realistic$than$others$




1"Ijma:# Ijma$ is$ one$ of$ the$ secondary$
sources$ of$ Islamic$ law.$ Additionally,$ Ijma$
can$ be$ defined$ as$ the$ consensus$ of$
opinion$ of$ qualified$ Muslim$ scholars$ on$
particular$ issues$ in$ matters$ where$ the$
provisions$ of$ the$ Quran$ and$ the$ text$ of$
Sunna$ did$ not$ express$ explicit$ direction,$
or$ the$ meaning$ of$ a$ particular$ verse$ is$
unclear.6$In$ this$ sense,$ Ijma$ excludes$ the$
agreement$ of$ lawyers$ or$ the$ harmony$ of$
unqualified$ Muslim$ scholars,$ and$ Ijma$
does$not$depend$on$revelation.$
In$ general,$ some$ scholars$ divided$
Ijma$ into$ two$ general$ categories,$ which$
are$ historical$ agreement$ and$ existing$
consensus.7$Even$though$ Ijma$confers$the$
nation$ the$ability$ to$ create$or$adopt$ new$
legislation$based$on$the$basic$principles$of$
the$Quran$and$Sunna,$it$is$very$hard$at$the$
same$ time$ to$ achieve$ Ijma$ in$ the$ Islamic$
world$ because$ of$ the$ innumerable$
explanations$of$religious$texts.$
2"Qiyas:$ Because$ there$ is$ a$ need$ to$
use$rationale$and$human$reasoning$in$any$
previously$ unconsidered$ legal$ situations,$
Muslim$jurists$recognized$Qiyas$as$one$of$
the$ secondary$ sources.$ Qiyas$ can$ be$
considered$as$applying$a$known$injunction$
from$the$previsions$of$the$Quran$to$a$new$








indispensable$ reason$ why$ the$ original$
ruling$was$applied.$Since$the$provisions$of$
divine$law$do$not$control$every$rule$for$the$
lives$ of$ Muslims,$ it$ is$ necessary$ to$ apply$
human$way$ of$ thinking$ and$ the$ ability$ to$
structure$ the$ legal$ rules$ based$ on$ the$









be$a$ great$ source$ for$ the$development$of$
Islamic$law.$
3"Istihsan:$ Moving$ to$ another$
secondary$ source,$ it$ is$one$ of$ the$ sources$
of$ legislation$ under$ the$ Islamic$ legal$
system.$ The$ term$ Istihsan$ refers$ to$ the$
procedure$ of$ selecting$ a$ suitable$way$ out$
over$ another$ solution$ based$ on$ the$
community$ interest,$ because$ the$ selected$
solution$is$suitable.11$
Additionally,$ while$ Istihsan$ was$
translated$ as$ the$ public$ interest,$ some$
scholars$sometimes$translated$it$as$ juristic$
preference.12$ The$ conception$ of$ Istihsan$
draws$ attention$ to$ the$ suppleness$ of$
Islamic$ law,$ which$ provides$ likelihood$ for$
Muslim$ juristic$ and$ religious$ scholars$ to$
read$ between$ the$ lines$ the$ law$ in$ the$
absence$of$a$definite$law$on$the$issue.13$$$
Theoretically,$ the$source$of$ Istihsan$ is$
obviously$ associated$ to$personal$ or$ group$
interests$ which$ can$ lead$ to$ argument$
between$ groups$ with$ opposing$ interests.$
However,$ the$ four$ schools$ of$ thought$ are$
very$different$ in$ the$usage$of$ Isthsan$ as$a$
source$ of$ law,$ and$ Istihsan$ may$ be$
referred$ to$ in$ some$ schools$ as$ Masaleh$
Marsala.14$
4"Istihab:$ Istihab$ is$ also$ one$ of$ the$
most$ considerable$ secondary$ sources$ of$
law.$ Istihab$ can$ be$ defined$ as$ the$
presumption$ of$ continuity,$ which$ means$
that$the$continuing$of$judgment$in$matters$
where$ things$ or$ situations$ exist$ and$ are$
presumed$ to$ continue$ to$ exist$ until$ the$
contrary$ is$proven.15$ Thus,$ the$ concept$ of$
Istihsab$ is$ only$ applied$ in$ the$ absence$ of$
evidences.$$
An$ example$ is$ the$ presumption$ that$
an$ accused$ person$ is$ not$ guilty$ until$ the$
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evidence$proves$ the$ contrary.$ In$the$end,$
Istishab$ is$ the$ law$of$presumption,$and$ it$
is$ more$ associated$ to$ rules$ than$ to$
interpretation.$This$ seems$ to$be$a$ sort$of$
the$“logic”$part$of$law.$
5"Urf:$ Another$ secondary$ source$ of$
Islamic$law$is$Urf,$which$refers$to$the$local$
customs$ conventionally$ practiced$ by$ a$
group$of$people.$The$practice$of$tradition$
should$be$compatible$with$ the$provisions$
of$ the$ Quran$ and$ the$ tradition$ of$ the$
Prophet$Mohammad$to$serve$as$a$source$
of$ law.$ In$ the$ preEIslamic$ era,$ custom$
played$ a$ decisive$ role$ in$ determining$ the$
law$between$the$tribes.$
Accordingly,$ Islam$ permitted$ custom$
to$ be$ a$ source$ of$ law$ to$ solve$ the$ legal$
issues$ when$ no$ text$ of$ the$ Quran$ or$
tradition$ of$ the$ Prophet$ Mohammed$ is$
available$or$no$ Ijma$ or$Qiyas$ is$pertinent$
to$ the$ case.$ It$ is$ necessary,$ however,$ to$
note$ that$ there$ is$ an$ argument$ between$
the$ Muslim$ scholars$ in$ relation$ to$
whether$ custom$ can$ be$ seen$ as$ a$ valid$
source$of$ law.$ $ There$are$some$examples$
that$ show$ the$ significance$ of$ custom$ in$
Islamic$law.16$
For$ instance,$ because$ no$ divine$ law$
or$ secondary$ source$ has$ decided$ the$
amount$ of$ dowry$ from$ a$ husband$ to$ his$
wife,$ custom$ plays$ a$ large$ role$ in$
determining$the$amount$of$the$dowry.$As$
a$ result,$Urf$ in$ the$modern$ era$ is$ a$ very$
accommodating$ tool$ and$ source$
particularly$ for$ those$ people$ who$ live$
outside$ of$ the$ Islamic$world,$ such$ as$ the$
Muslim$ minorities$ in$ the$ United$ States$














Sean Southern  
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The$Qur’an$ is$ the$ first$ source$ of$ Islamic$ law$ (Sharia).$ It$ is$ like$a$
constitution,$which$must$be$followed$by$all$Muslims,$and$it$is$not$
permissible$to$depart$from$the$rules$it$lays$down.$The$Qur’an,$in$
Islamic$ belief,$ is$ the$ words$ of$ God$ through$ revelation$ to$ the$
Prophet$Muhammad$(P.$b.$u.$h).$Prophet$Muhammad$(P.$b.$u.$h)$
dictated$ it$ to$ His$ companions,$ and$ they$ wrote$ it$ directly$ from$
Him.$In$turn,$the$companions$transferred$it$to$a$large$number$of$
people,$ and$ this$ process$ continues$until$ today.$ The$Qur’an$was$
not$subjected$to$distortion$or$change$and$has$had$no$increase$or$
decrease$from$Prophet$Muhammad’s$(P.$b.$u.$h)$time$to$today.$It$
is$ the$ source$ of$many$ of$ the$ rules$ of$ Islamic$ law,$ and$Muslims$
have$ been$ taking$ care$of$ the$Qur’an$ for$more$ than$1400$years.$
“The$ Arabic$ speech$ of$ Allah$ .$ .$ .$ was$ revealed$ to$ the$ Prophet$
(p.b.u.h)$ both$ in$ word$ and$ in$meaning.$ It$ is$ collected$ between$




h)$ in$ Arabic$ and$ this$has$ been$ transmitted$ to$ us$by$ continuous$
testimony$or$tawatur.”18$$
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In$ addition,$ the$ Qur’an$ contains$ rules$ regarding$ belief$ and$
worship;$sales,$purchase$and$contracts;$ethics,$such$as$sincerity,$
taking$care$of$parents,$orphans,$and$patients,$giving$to$the$poor$
and$ needy,$ and$ the$ rights$ of$men,$women,$ and$ neighbors;$ and$
saving$private$and$public$money.$As$well,$the$Qur’an$contains$the$
rules$ of$ inheritance,$ charity$ (Zakat)$ and$ alms,$and$ penalties$ for$
various$offenses$that$may$be$committed.$$$
However,$ the$ Qur'an$ is$ the$ first$ principal$ source$ of$ the$ Islamic$
law.$ If$Muslims$ find$a$rule$ in$ the$Qur'an$governs$any$ issue,$ it$ is$
necessary$ to$ follow$ it,$ and$Muslims$ shall$ not$ violate$ it,$ such$ as$
the$prohibition$ of$ alcohol,$drugs,$murder,$ usury,$ fraud,$ lying$ or$
adultery.$ Therefore,$ anything$ is$ forbidden$ in$ the$Qur'an$ cannot$
be$permitted$(Halal)$for$Muslims,$except$if$there$is$a$necessity.$
$For$ example,$ Islam$ prohibits$ alcohol,$ unless$ the$ person$ is$
choking$and$there$is$only$wine$to$drink$and$he$will$die$if$he$does$
not$drink;$in$this$case,$he$may$drink$alcohol.$On$the$other$hand,$
any$ of$ the$ things$ in$ the$ Qur'an$ that$ are$ permitted$ cannot$ be$
banned,$ such$ as$ selling,$ purchasing,$ rent,$ mortgage$ and$ credit.$
SBA$President,$Laura$Walker$handling$the$Certification$to$ILA$President,$Omar$Alsunaid$$
(QUR’AN) THE CONSTITUTION OF ISLAMIC LAW 
$













These$ things$ are$ permitted$ (Halal)$ or$
Permissible$ (Mobah)$ in$ Islam$ and$ cannot$
be$ forbidden,$ except$ as$ an$ exception,$
such$ as$ prohibiting$ the$ sale$ of$ drugs$ or$
anything$harmful$to$people.$
One$ of$ the$ Western$ scholars$ who$ has$
talked$ about$ the$ Qur'an$ is$ Maurice$
Bucaille$ (The$ Bible,$ the$ Qur’an$ and$
Science.$1978,$p.$125):$
“Here,$ therefore,$ its$ merits$ as$ a$ literary$
production$ should$ perhaps$ not$ be$
measured$ by$ some$ preconceived$maxims$
of$ subjective$ and$ aesthetic$ taste,$ but$ by$
the$ effects$ which$ it$ produced$ in$
Muhammad's$ contemporaries$ and$ fellow$
countrymen.$If$ it$spoke$so$powerfully$and$
convincingly$ to$ the$ hearts$ of$ his$ hearers$
as$ to$ weld$ hitherto$ centrifugal$ and$
antagonistic$ elements$ into$ one$ compact$
and$ wellEorganized$ body,$ animated$ by$
ideas$ far$ beyond$ those$ which$ had$ until$
now$ ruled$ the$ Arabian$ mind,$ then$ its$
eloquence$was$perfect,$ simply$ because$ it$
created$ a$ civilized$ nation$ out$ of$ savage$
tribes,$and$shot$a$ fresh$woof$ into$the$old$
warp$of$history.”19$$
Muhammad$ Asad20$ says$ about$ the$
Qur’an:$“Unfolds$a$book$which,$more$than$
any$ other$ single$ phenomenon$ known$ to$
us,$ has$ fundamentally$ affected$ the$
religious,$social$and$political$history$of$the$
world.$No$other$sacred$scripture$has$ever$
had$ a$ similarly$ immediate$ impact$ upon$
the$lives$of$the$people$who$first$heard$its$
message$ and,$ through$ them$ and$ the$




decades,$ it$ spread$ its$ worldEview$ far$
beyond$ the$ confines$ of$ Arabia$ and$
produced$ the$ first$ ideological$ society$
known$ to$man;$ through$ its$ insistence$ on$
consciousness$ and$ knowledge,$ it$
engendered$among$its$followers$a$spirit$of$
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intellectual$ curiosity$ and$ independent$
inquiry,$ ultimately$ resulting$ in$ that$
splendid$ era$ of$ learning$ and$ scientific$
research$which$distinguished$the$world$of$
Islam$ at$ the$ height$ of$ its$ cultural$ vigor;$
and$ the$ culture$ thus$ fostered$ by$ the$
Qur'an$ penetrated$ in$ countless$ways$ and$
byEways$into$the$mind$of$medieval$Europe$
and$ gave$ rise$ to$ that$ revival$ of$ Western$
culture$ which$ we$ call$ the$ Renaissance,$










However,$ the$ importance$ of$ the$ Qur’an$
came$ because$ Muslims$ believe$ that$ this$





of$ ethics$ as$ well$ as$many$ of$ the$ rules$ of$
commercial$and$nonEcommercial$ financial$
transactions$ and$ contracts.$ It$ also$
contains$ the$ rules$ of$ marriage$ and$
divorce.$The$couple's$rights$and$children's$
rights,$ and$much$ of$what$ is$ stipulated$ in$
the$ human$ rights$ charters$ today$ has$ a$
basis$ in$ the$ Qur'an.$ $ Also$ the$ Qur'an$
contains$ many$ of$ the$ sciences,$ such$ as$














The$ Islamic$ Law$Association$has$ been$
a$great$addition$to$the$law$school.$$We$
have$had$an$increase$in$the$number$of$
students$ joining$ us$ from$ Islamic$ Law$
countries$ in$ the$ last$ few$ years,$ and$
this$year$we$have$ seen$a$ real$ interest$
from$ those$ students$ in$educating$and$
interacting$with$other$ students$at$ the$
law$ school.$ $ I$ have$ attended$ several$
coffee$hours$with$the$ ILA$and$also$an$
International$ Student$ Speaker$ Series$
event,$ and$ the$ students$ that$ have$
spoken$ have$ been$ engaging$ and$
eloquent$about$Islamic$Law,$especially$
in$ explaining$ how$ it$ is$ different$ from$
law$ in$ the$ US,$ both$ positively$ and$
negatively.$ $ The$ students$ have$ been$
very$open$to$questions$and$discussion,$
and$to$creating$a$dialogue$between$all$
students.$ $ The$ ILA$ in$ one$ short$ year$
has$ become$ a$ tremendous$ asset$ to$









Women’s Rights in Islamic Perspective22 
Third,$ Sharey’ah$ legislation$ is$ based$ on$
the$ equality$ of$ men$ and$ women.$ All$ of$
the$ texts$ in$ the$ Qur’an$ and$ the$ Hadith$
indicate$ that$ the$ Muslim$ nation$ is$
united,$ including$ the$ vital$ elements,$
which$ are$ men$ and$ women,$ and$ that$
men$ and$ women$ have$ their$ own$
independent$personalities$and$respectful$
weight$ in$ the$ Muslim$ community.$ For$
example,$ the$ Qur’an$ indicates$ that$ the$
origin$ of$mankind$ is$ oneself.32$All$males$
and$ females$ descended$ from$ a$ single$
individual,$ who$ is$ Adam.$ It$ is$ a$ primary$




The$ rights$ and$ obligations$ of$ men$ and$
women$ in$ Sharey’ah23$ are$ guided$ by$
primary$ Islamic$ sources,$ which$ are$ the$
Qur’an,$ Hadith,$ Ijma$ and$ Qiyas.$ In$
addition$ to$ these$ sources,$ cultural$
traditions$ play$ a$ significant$ role$ in$
Muslim$communities$and$have,$ in$many$
cases,$ conflicted$ with$ Sharey’ah.$ These$
conflicts$ concern$ many$ aspects$ of$ the$
lives$ of$ Muslim$ women,$ such$ as$
Alquamah,$ political$ participation,$
marriage,$ and$ inheritance.$ The$ conflicts$
have$ resulted$ in$ a$ misunderstanding$ of$
how$Sharey’ah$handles$women’s$issues.$$
Sharey’ah$ is$ devoted$ to$ establishing$ a$
great$ community,$ in$ which$ its$ people$
completely$ practice$ their$ own$ rights$
pursuant$ to$ Sharey’ah’s$ perspective$ of$
human$ rights.24$ Sharey’ah$ imposes$
various$ regulations$ on$ both$ men$ and$
women.$ Some$ of$ these$ are$ the$ same,$
while$ others$ are$ not.$ These$ differences$
between$women’s$and$men’s$rights$and$
obligations$ are$ based$ on$ their$ nature$
and$social$responsibilities.25$Accordingly,$
Sharey’ah$ seeks$ justice,$ not$ equality.$







This$ article$ will$ focus$ on$ the$ explanation$ of$
the$ objectives$ behind$ Sharey’ah’s$
determination$ of$ women’s$ rights$ and$
obligations.$ Understanding$ Sharey’ah’s$
objectives$ is$ essential$ for$ everyone$ who$
seeks$to$understand$the$distinction$between$
men’s$ and$ women’s$ rights.$ The$ article$
depends$ on$ The$ Textual$ Translation$ of$ The.





do$ not$ have.$ First,$ Sharey’ah$ preceded$ the$
Western$ nations,$ including$ Europe,$ in$
recognizing$ the$ independence$ of$ a$woman’s$
personality.$A$woman$in$Sharey’ah$has$never$
needed$ a$ husband’s$ signature$ to$ accept$ a$
check$ or$ a$ form$ of$ security.28$ $ A$ woman$ in$
Sharey’ah$ keeps$ her$ family$ name$ after$ she$
marries,$ and,$ unlike$ the$ practice$ in$ other$
countries,$ her$ husband$ cannot$ change$ her$
family$name.$A$woman$in$Sharey’ah$keeps$all$
of$ her$ possessions$ after$ marrying,$ and$ her$
husband$ has$ no$ right$ to$ control$ them.29$
Sharey’ah,$in$general,$gives$women$the$same$
right$of$inheritance$that$it$gives$to$a$man.$
Second,$ Sharey’ah$ provides$ all$ rights$ to$ a$
woman$ that$ are$ harmonious$ with$ her$
personality,$ ability$ and$ her$ primary$ role$ in$
life.$ For$example,$no$financial$duties$to$earn$
money$ outside$ the$ home$ are$ imposed$ on$ a$
married$ woman$ because$ of$ her$ many$
burdens$ at$ home$ such$ as$ childbearing$ and$
rearing.$ Sharey’ah$ instead$ imposes$ the$
financial$ duties$ on$ the$ husband,$ thereby$
honoring$ the$ wife’s$ role$ within$ the$
household$ as$ will$ be$ explained$ in$ the$
Alquamah$section.30$Many$scholars,$such$as$
Samuel$ Smiles,$ have$ demonstrated$ that$ a$
family$will$suffer$when$the$mother$leaves$her$
role$ in$ the$household$and$the$ ill$effects$that$
result$ socially$ and$ economically.31$
Nevertheless,$ women$ have$ the$ right,$ under$
Sharey’ah,$to$work$outside$the$home.$











ILA$ has$ done$ a$ great$ job$ in$
disseminating$ information$ about$
Islamic$ Law$ and$ connecting$ the$
McKinney$ community.$ I$ learned$ a$ lot$
during$ ILA$ events.$ Specifically,$ I$
believe$ the$ coffee$hours$were$a$great$
way$ of$ allowing$ students$ to$ ask$
questions$ and$ discuss$ different$ topics$
related$ to$ Islamic$ Law.$ I$ look$ forward$










Women and Marriage34 
By Bashar Almofadda 
In$ the$ perspective$ of$
Islamic$ law,$a$man$and$
a$woman$are$a$couple,$
and$ they$ should$ live$ in$
peace$and$love$in$good$
faith,$ with$ respect$ for$
each$ other.$ Because$
there$ are$ numerous$
legal$ issues$ related$ to$
this$ relationship,$
Islamic$law$regulates$it.$
The$ most$ important$ rule$ that$ should$ be$ known$ before$
discussing$ women$ and$ marriage$ in$ Islamic$ law$ is$ that$ having$
sexual$ intercourse$ out$ of$ a$ legal$ marriage$ is$ taboo$ and$
forbidden,$and$its$punishment$is$severe.$$
$





family.$ Even$ a$ rich$ wife$ is$ not$ required$ to$ pay$ from$ her$ own$
money$ anything$ for$ the$ household$ expenses.$ In$ addition,$ no$
one$ can$ force$ a$ woman$ to$ be$ a$ first$ or$ a$ second$ wife.$ She$
reserves$ the$ right$ to$ refuse$ to$marry$ anyone.$ The$ final$ rule$ is$
that$ she$ can$ include$ in$ the$ marriage$ contract$ a$ term$ that$
prevents$ the$ husband$ from$ marrying$ another$ woman$ while$
they$are$married.$
$
Islamic$ law$ gives$ men$ and$ women$ different$ rights$ related$ to$
marriage.$ The$ women’s$ rights$ include,$ but$ are$ not$ limited$ to,$
choosing$ her$ husband,$ financial$ support$ by$ her$ husband$
(Nafagah),$having$sexual$intercourse$with$her$husband,$$
$




One$ of$ the$ most$ misunderstood$ concepts$ related$ to$ Islamic$
law$ is$polygamy.$ Islamic$ law$permits$men$to$have$more$ than$
one$wife,$theoretically$up$to$four$at$the$same$time.$ Islam$did$
not$introduce$polygamy.$It$was$legal$in$different$religions$and$
societies$prior$ to$ the$birth$of$ Islam.$ In$ Islamic$ law,$ there$ are$
significant$ terms$ that$ must$ be$ attended$ to$ when$ a$ man$
desires$ to$ practice$ polygamy.$ These$ terms$ are$ as$ follows:$
1.There$is$no$term$in$the$first$marriage$contract$that$prevents$
the$husband$from$marrying$more$than$one$woman$during$the$
marriage.$2.The$ second$woman$ has$ to$ agree$ to$ be$ a$ second$
wife.$ 3.The$ husband$ must$ be$ able$ to$ provide$ the$ wives$
physical$ strength,$ loyalty$ and$ honor$ equally,$ as$ the$ Qur’an$
calls$ it$ ‘Aladel’.$ 4.The$ husband$must$ be$ able$ to$ support$ the$
wives$ financially$ (Nafagah).$ 5.The$ husband$ must$ be$ able$
financially$ to$ host$ the$ wives$ in$ two$ different$ houses.$ 6.The$
first$ and$ second$ wives$ must$ not$ be$ related$ to$ each$ other.$
These$ terms$ make$ polygamy$ difficult$ except$ for$ those$ who$
seriously$desire$to$have$more$than$one$wife.35$Consequently,$




one$ wife?$ Islamic$ scholars$ have$ concluded$ that$ permitting$
men$who$meet$the$aboveEstated$terms$to$have$more$than$one$
wife$meets$the$following$objectives:$$








































women$will$ not$ have$ a$ partner.$Of$ course,$ in$ earlier$ societies,$
the$numeric$ratio$was$also$influenced$by$frequent$wars.$Another$
factor$ that$ decreases$ the$ number$ of$ males$ who$ are$ able$ to$
marry$ is$ the$ inability$ of$ some$ of$ them$ to$ support$ a$ family$
financially.$ As$ stated$ above,$ men$ are$ alone$ financially$
responsible$ for$ supporting$ their$ families.$ If$ a$man$ is$ unable$ or$
unwilling$to$support$his$family,$he$is$not$able$to$get$married.$The$
factor$ increases$ the$ number$ of$ women$ who$ do$ not$ have$ a$
partner.$ The$ 5.3$ million$ women$ mentioned$ above$ have$ three$
choices:$ (a)$ they$ can$ live$ without$ a$ husband$ and$ children;$ (b)$
they$ can$have$an$ illegal$ relationship$with$a$married$man$or$(c)$
they$can$get$married$to$a$man$who$has$a$wife.$From$the$Islamic$
point$of$view,$the$third$choice$is$the$best$solution$for$women.$It$
is$ also$ the$ best$ solution$ for$ society,$ which$ has$ a$ legal$
relationship$between$a$man$and$a$woman$in$the$eyes$of$law.$$
2.Recent$ studies$ show$ that$ the$ first$ desire$ of$ a$ woman$ is$ to$
become$ a$ mother.$ In$ contrast,$ the$ first$ desire$ of$ a$ man$ is$ to$
have$sexual$intercourse.37$How$can$these$two$desires$be$fulfilled$
in$ a$ society$ in$ which$ there$ are$ more$ women$ than$ men?$ The$
reasonable$answer$ is$to$permit$a$man$to$marry$more$than$one$
woman.$ By$ this$ solution,$ men$ can$ have$ sexual$ intercourse$
legally,$and$their$wives$can$become$mothers.$
3.Many$ children$ do$ not$ have$ a$ father$ because$ of$ death$ or$
divorce.$ In$ such$ cases,$ fatherless$ children$ live$ with$ their$
mothers,$ other$ family$ members$ or$ in$ orphanages.$ From$ the$
Islamic$ law$ perspective,$ it$ is$ important$ that$ every$ child$ should$
have$ a$ father$ and$ a$mother$ to$ take$ care$of$ him/her.$The$ best$
way$ to$ care$ for$a$ fatherless$ child$ is$ to$ have$ the$ child$ live$with$
the$mother$and$a$stepfather$instead$of$with$a$single$parent$or$in$
an$ orphanage.$ To$ illustrate,$ when$ the$ father$ dies,$ the$ brother$




4.If$ a$woman$ is$ poor$or$ ill,$ no$man,$ in$general,$will$marry$her.$
Sharey’ah,$however,$encourages$men$to$help$and$support$these$
women,$and$the$best$way$to$do$so$ is$to$marry$them$and$to$be$
financially$ responsible$ for$ them.$ By$ being$ permitted$ to$ marry$
more$than$one$woman,$he$can$marry$poor$or$ill$women$to$take$
care$of$them.$




wife$ will$ become$ partnerless.$ The$ second$ scenario,$ however,$
will$help$to$reduce$the$divorce$percentage$by$allowing$the$man$
to$ marry$ more$ than$ one$ woman.$ Sharey’ah$ has$ adopted$ the$
polygamist$ approach$ and$ considers$ the$ interests$ of$ the$ others$
and$the$current$wife$as$well;$
at$ the$ same$ time,$ Sharey’ah$ discourages$ divorce,$ which$ is$ a$
threat$to$the$current$wife$and$children$and$to$society.$
6.One$ of$ the$ Islamic$ philosophies$ is$ to$ encourage$ men$ to$
increase$the$population$of$a$society.$The$fastest$method$to$fulfill$
this$ philosophy$ is$ to$ permit$ men$ to$ marry$ more$ than$ one$
woman$ if$ the$ men$ meet$ the$ Sharey’ah$ conditions$ already$
mentioned.$$
7.Recent$ studies$ demonstrate$ that,$ in$ the$United$ States$ “men$
think$ more$ about$ sex”,$ and$ “men$ seek$ sex$ more$ avidly”.38$ In$
addition,$the$statistics$show$that$59.9%$of$men$have$engaged$in$
infidelity$ during$ their$ current$ relationship,$ while$ 40.1%$ of$
women$ have$ engaged$ in$ infidelity$ during$ their$ current$
relationship.39$These$studies$indicate$that$some$men$need$more$
than$ one$ woman$ with$ whom$ to$ have$ sexual$ intercourse,$ and$
they$will$have$ it$whether$ it$is$ legal$or$ illegal.$Sharey’ah$made$a$
path$ for$ these$ men$ and$ reserved$ their$ rights,$ with$ strong$
conditions,$ to$ fulfill$ their$ desire$ under$ the$ eyes$ of$ the$ law$ by$
permitting$them$to$marry$more$than$one$woman.$
8.Every$ wife$ has$ the$ right$ to$ have$ a$ term$ in$ the$ marriage$
contract$ that$ restricts$ the$ husband$ from$ marrying$ a$ second$
woman.$In$addition,$a$woman$has$the$right$to$refuse$to$become$
a$ second$ wife.$ These$ rules$ demonstrate$ that$ a$ woman$ has$
gained$ independence$ under$ the$ Sharey’ah,$ because$ she$ can$
choose$whether$to$become$a$second$wife$or$not.$When$a$wife$
permits$ the$ husband$ to$marry$ a$ second$ woman,$ a$ reasonable$
question$raised$is$what$is$the$purpose$of$preventing$men,$under$
many$ laws$ and$ regulations,$ from$ getting$ more$ than$ one$ wife$
when$his$wife$gives$him$approval$to$have$a$second$wife?$What$is$
the$difference$between$an$open$marriage$ in$a$ jurisdiction$ that$




can$ be$ done$ with$ unlimited$ women.$ With$ these$ rules$ and$
objectives$ of$ Sharey’ah,$ the$ situation$ might$ not$ be$ solved$ if$
morality$ has$ no$ role$ to$ play,$ even$ under$ other$ laws$ and$
regulations.$Sharey’ah$ imposes$morality$on$men$and$women$to$
maintain$ longEterm$ relationships$ and$ to$ prevent$ such$
exploitation.$ The$ husband$ in$ Islam$ knows$ that$ if$ he$ treats$ his$
wife$by$ma’aroofe,$ the$reward$will$be$significant$in$this$life$and$
in$ the$ hereafter.$ The$ Sharey’ah$ provides$ many$ morality$
structures$ in$ many$ events$ of$ married$ life,$ such$ as$ working,$
eating,$ speaking,$ sleeping,$ travelling,$ and$ teaching$and$even$ in$
sexual$ matters.$ Morality$ is$ built$ in$ with$ Sharey’ah$ rules$ to$
maintain$ respected$ values$ among$ the$ couples$ in$ their$married$
lives.$$
These$are$the$objectives$of$polygamy$that$Islamic$scholars$have$
derived.$ However,$ as$ mentioned$ above,$ the$ difficult$












What$ we$ are$ seeing$ are$ young$ people$
who,$while$ learning$ about$ the$ American$
legal$ system,$ precepts,$ and$ philosophy,$
share$ with$ the$ rest$ of$ us$ a$ vital$ part$ of$
themselves$ –$ their$ own$ identity,$
knowledge,$ language,$ laws,$ customs,$
culture,$and$tradition.$$
Their$ activities$ included$ participating$ in$
the$ law$ school’s$ Lunar$ New$ Year$ event,$
Diversity$ Week’s$ International$ Food$
Festival$ and$ ILA$ founding$ celebrations,$
Islamic$Coffee$Hour$series,$coEhosting$the$
International$ Student$ Speaker$ Series$
event$ on$ Doing$ Business,$ Legal$ System$
and$Human$Rights$ in$Saudi$Arabia,$and$a$
host$of$other$events$and$activities.$
In$ the$ process,$ these$ young$ students,$
lawyers$ and$ professionals$ develop$
personal$ ties$ and$ friendships$ with$ their$
fellow$ students,$ our$ faculty,$ staff,$ and$
various$ people$ from$ America$ and$ other$
parts$of$the$world.$$
Attend$ ILA$ events.$ $ Meet$ their$ officers$
and$members.$ $ Your$action$will$ promote$
international$ understanding,$ harmony,$
and$ solidarity$ through$ mutual$ respect,$
dialogue,$and$friendship.$
Perfecto “Boyet” Caparas$










Date Time Location Event 
Tuesday 
Aug. 25, 2015 11:00am - 01:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law 
Publishing Islamic Law Magazine 
& Welcoming 1st year students 
Wednesday 
Sep. 02, 2015 3:45pm – 5:30pm 
McKinney  
School of Law 
The Annual Students Organization 
Fair 
Tuesday 
Sep. 08, 2015 11:30am - 12:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law Islamic Coffee Hour 
Thursday 
Sep. 30, 2015 4:00pm – 6:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law 
Conference 
(Islamic Business Law) 
Saturday 
Oct. 03, 2015 10:00am - 5:00pm Outside Social Picnic & Sport Activities 
Tuesday 
Oct. 13, 2015 11:00am - 01:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law Legal Course 
Wednesday 
Oct. 21, 2015 11:30am – 01:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law Islamic Coffee Hour 
Wednesday 
Nov. 04, 2015 11:30am – 01:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law Islamic Coffee Hour 
Saturday 
Nov. 07, 2015 12:00am – 03:00pm Outside Social Call out Meeting 
Tuesday 
Nov. 19, 2015 11:00am – 12:00pm 
McKinney  
School of Law 
Meeting of the board of the 
Association for 2015 with Advisor 
to prepare for the next election 
Monday 
Nov. 23, 2015 11:45am – 12:30pm 
McKinney  
School of Law 
Celebration for the end of 2015 & 
Certificate of Appreciation  
*$The!Association!will!send!several!reminders!for!its!members!with!more!details!for!each!event!or!for!an!
updating!within!10!days!prior!to!the!day!of!the!event.$$$
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